Fluid Modeling of an ELMing H-mode and a RMP H-mode*
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In this paper, we model the particle balance during an ELMing H-mode and a RMP ELMfree H-mode. When resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP) are applied during low
collisionality experiments, a density pump-out is observed. Data shows that during an
ELMing H-mode, in a three second period, 15 torr liters are unaccounted for and are probably
in the scrape-off layer (SOL) or the wall, while in a similar experiment with the RMP coils
on, 45 torr liters are lost. This suggests that there is an increased particle flux to non-divertor
walls or SOL. In comparison, during the first second of the same experiments, 53 torr liters
are unaccounted for.
To study the impact of neutrals on the particle balance, B2-EIRENE [1,2] is used. B2EIRENE is a 2D-fluid code coupled to a Monte Carlo neutral code. First, we need to find a
transport model for the ELMing H-mode in between two ELMs [3]. Next, we use the derived
diffusion coefficients and carry out numerical experiments, where we independently change
the cryopumping efficiency and the wall recycling coefficient. Observations show that the
cryopump through-put depends on the neutral pressure in the divertor and is not the cause of
the core density pump-out during the RMP phase. In the final numerical experiment, we
incorporate the information obtained from the previous parameter variations, and also
enhance the radial transport upstream, as observed in experiments in RMP H-mode. B2EIRENE indicates that changing the recycling coefficient in the divertor has a much larger
impact on the upstream profiles, than changing the pumping efficiency. The physical
interpretation of these parameter changes is discussed and linked to observations.
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